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"I have a class on Friday!"

CULTURE:

Not everyone enjoys a
three-day weekend

Latino culture experienced
through dance

Read it in tomorrow’s paper

Football:
Spartans battle
Bears Saturday
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Interim
president
named

Labyrinth leaves students amazed

Acting president Don Kassing
appointed by Chancellor Reed
interim president
The role
will be similar t.. airing president.
but involves it,, f re responsibility.
Nancy Stake, p
;
tot the, up.if
tli It
ruins ttla 11111/11.
I, en
K.1,1114...
1.4e
Itaerim president
will doter trom .1.
president he. Aust. .
muff flees .k longer perii,ki

By Amaya Wiegert
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Recreation and leisure studies professor Suzanne Doty meditates in the center of the meditation labyrinth while her students walk their
way through. The exercise took place in the Barrett Ballroom in the Student Union and is part of Doty’s Creating A Meaningful life class.
By Yasuyo Nagata
/

And suleukti. on A Loge plitple kind w Iiitu. .11. le iti
the Student 1
R. .C1 Wharton nom SISpirit
C1114.1111
opened thr I.. ; ft the Ron Barrett Ballroom
and invited ilk, sIS11 conillitinita ru part:, pate
it. the "Labytinth %Valk."
Benue students to (’rearing Nleatiingful I .ife
Nlett.ip. ilitaii Iniversity Si Ii’ lar’s Experience
I ows started w alking on the labyrinth, %Vitamin
asked students to think about their lite-related
...therms About .1111.1 41( their
titielions, sun
relationships with ..thet people
knk kkiktt in.k. on ?Ike 1.11k.tintlk

old "it is not a Ifiknle." Wharton said.
brie’s .me path ton the labyrinth, that
retie, ts orir human lit,’ be...ifise ,itir journey
doesn’t have t.
e
were to kiln’, into another person while
he or she is walking on the labyrinth. he or she
has Si step aside. Wharton said.
lia brought the "Labyrinth
Wharton aint
%V ilk" to SIsl it least twiir .1 year nor the past
’Wt. %rats At the st.kit ot rich semester.
sISpii ma set vi, e organizat I. in. helps with the
spitit oat gr.ostli And devel,,pment for students,
nitt kind ti, tilts, \Vtiartoit said.
Even though SISpirit uses Christianity as its
it it
the f ugaiii/am in wrli.imes all different
Lint.. td pit anal Ii, kgtooinis,%Vliartoti said.
".111, labyrinth expetietwe h.o nothing to do
with Cluori Imo," II, soil.

W’harton said labyrinths Ate I. kond ku n,..uksk
ditterent cultures, such a Nlesop flonian.
Grecian, R4mun, Native Amen, it,, stall and
African.
Sarah David, An ’tilde, hued tieshman sat
down in the middle tit the lakimth r, f meditate
"’Fins past week, I Y11.1., stressed. so I thought
.111.nit what I went through when I W., walking
through this labyrinth," David ...mt.
She said she struggled in her relationship with
her boyfriend last week.
"I try to look at it a p..sititv %sat," David said
after she walked on the hilnlintli
At first. DaVid said she had no idea what the
labyrinth was about and she itimallt almost took
it as .1 if.kr
1,A131.141

VI I

Lack of funds
San Jose Medical
cuts scholarships
Center set to close President’s Scholars unable to
By Kevin Yuen
Daily Stair Writer
The San Jose Medical Center,
located at 675 E. Santa Clara St.,
will close its doors Dec. 9 due to
mounting financial deficits.
According to the press release
sent out Sept. from the medical
center, Chief Executive Officer
Steve Dixon said. "This is not a
decision we wanted to make. It is a
and other
decision thrced on us
by a healthcare system
hospitals
in California that is under-funded
and burdened with expensive
unfounded mandates, including
nurse staffing ratios and seismic
retrofitting requirements."
The medical center was planned
to he shut down in 2(X/7 became
it was losing money, but three
years became three lllll nths, said
Dr. Steven Harris, director of the
student health center.
The closure will result in the loss
of’ at least 450 jobs, according to
the press release, but the impact on
campus is questionable.
Despite being less than 10
blocks away, during the years the
medical center has been open, it has
not received many referrals front
San Jose State University.
"I;’rorn 1997 to 2004, there were
about 1,100 referrals (from the

student health center) in all." Harris
said. "Of those, 2.1 were to San Jose
Medical Center. about two percent
of the total."
The number, do not include
students that went straight to the
hospital without first going through
the campus health center. Harris
said.
"And i.f the (23) referrals made,
20 of them were for X-rays and
those can be done in other facilities," Harris said.
"Even though it’s close by.
we don’t end up sending A lot of
students there."
Harris said the reason not many
students are referred to San Jose
Medical Center, a private hospital,
is because many tither,, lack health
insurance.
San Jose Valley Medical, A
county hospital with imp for
people without insurance. received
147 referrals.
The main situations that the
medical center is equipped to
handle better than the health center
on campus is anything involving an
overnight stay. Harris said.
"For example, it you need surgery
(you would) need to be referred to a
hospital," larris said.
’Somebody might come here
with A major orthopedic injury,
tee CENTER. page 5

Don Kassing, who has been
San Jose State University’, acting
president since Sept. 2. is Ova:lung
roles agatti.
This time it i
because Cahn ulna State
IL niversiry Clialliellf.r
Charles B. Reed has appointed Kassing interim
president, A..., fr.ling tf .
press release issued bi
the Chancellor’s
Wednesday,
Clara Potts -Fellow,
sp.ike.peisoti
t14
CSU Chancellor’s Office, said the chancellor
thinks the utuversits Is
hands under the leadership of
K issing.
"1"he Juni ellor Ilia. been;
observing hini in that position o et
the last rimnth and he W., 4etttr,c,
Vert comfortable usith hiutiand
developing a 1.4 ,4 trust in
Teter
Kassing." aid Potes
ring to how the chancellf .t ome rii
his decision
"I ani pleased to in
interini president ot SA11 le,. state
linnet-soy: kassiing aid
release re...rived 1Vedries,lai
The pt..41011
/11,1.1tI1
ut
opened up suddrills this summer
when the newly appointed Di
Pad Yu resigned flue to health
reasons. Reed ppiiiiired
as acting president. wbui, hi vsas .1
step up trom the vt.e president t..r
administtation and titian, e t, ’Ithad den kre th it

titne

(’ rowley
us is here Sr .1 year
as an interim: said
stake. !riming to the
iniversitv’s previous im
tent, .restdrtit, -so it s
not permanent. but it’s
niore. acting .is kind
of a neduiloos role "
Stake said the presidential
serr.h is not likelt tir start until
the Fall 11;
"It :intl.! be *ring
betore
we get mix %vit.!. stake said -So
1-all
i starting Mile
!tk
On. test president ."
Stake.
that
...it’d
be interim presnient It up to tWo
%err,
Sttke i1.1 .1 4..IN 11 t.4 .1 tleW
111,,ident duke time ’n, inn the
tor the most appealing sandidate
This tune is ?lot 14...C1,4111% a
bad thing, a.cording to stake.
"It ,tives iuiiuu tune to warts. forth
priorities he identified and gives
the
nine
v..t
r:411t
s

Mexican Independence
Day celebrated

accept any new members
By Ruth C. Wamuyu
I.)ailv Sta/J’If’u it
. has
Lack of adequate
lisped a stranglehold on the Pits
idetit’s Scholars program mined it
Attracting high-aChieVing fresh
men to Sari Jose State 11111%11.4R
"Ve Are not having am new
scholars this sear," said Colleen
BroWII. 1441111r tint% tot .4 the ti
!Uncial aid .111tt scholarship iitti.e
Brown said scholars ahead% iti
the program would continue to it
,it
..,.eiiy,fee.funds
a ial at,1
from the finni
Fornier 53511 President Rohe’ t
prk k
Caret established the si
grant to provide high A. hievIng
%Marta% the opport iiiii tv to ’misfie
their education in An envintimient
that would nurture their dulls, a.
cording to the 51511 schohirships
Web site.
"Flaying really bright students
Lines the bar for eVerVolle." ..1141
R1111ert AS111011, the vice resident
or university advancement flies
challenge faculty and other tii
dents."
Ashton, whose department i
part tirthe network of departments
that deal with the timpani. Salt’

Jet 1,14111

M..I

,I1

t..

,..1.,11,1

the

Pr. gram this %ear
"The tundtaising tot thr pt..
gram was not Adequate; he ant
Instead a task ton e 11.0 been
assembled t.t
iew the pnciztain.
he said
The task tcm e will have repre
sentatives from the .lat111,1.111,
deee11111111ellt otticr .m.1 the
office of student Altair.
"We will be di...losing him’ we
want n still, true it an.1 how to
raise hinds," he suit
The transition .it SISI presidents has also played a WIC in the
WISItet114011. SAKI Metethtli MOT.111.
director ot student lute and leader
ship.
"With President Caret leaving: she Sala, "We .11t1 tlot ’Want tit
prehUttle that it is something that
the new piesident would like to
aontintir."
The priigrarn pis ivides first time freshmen who qualify with
$5,0111) s. holarship renewable tot
three ArillIt1011.11 sears. WC.,rding to
the SJS1 I scholarships Web site.
To qualify. students hu.ise to be
National Merit Scholar (all AC:Itee SCHOLARS. page 4

Kung I i,tuii "tilt
Ivan Flores, left, and Xian Ballesteros, right, members of East San
Jose band, "Lado Oriente," perform cumbia and salsa music to celebrate Mexican Independence Day in the Student Union Amphitheater
Wednesday. The performance was sponsored by Gamma Zeta Alpha,
a Latino fraternity committed to maintaining Latino culture

By Amaya Wiegert
),,,/$ Stall IT, t,-,
If rni go to any I11.110I CitV 111
Mexico around Sept. 15 and In,
you’ll notice something different
front what is going on in Sari Jose.
Everything stops.
Instead ot people going to
work. they attend parades, wadi

pernumatices lit attend
festivals.
"What is all ot this celebration
tor’" one might ask. "Cinco de
Moo is still months awav."
"It’s
declaration of
independence."
said
Gregorio
Nlora -Torres, pt. tfettOr in Mexican.tvierii An studies. "It’s the biggest
tee
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U.S. shouldn’t ignore terrorism in form of genocide
The 2004 Republican Convention seemed to be a success
for Republicans. The tough issues were avoided, actor and
California Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger gave a very "common
man" speech, a strong Jewish community came out to support
the Republican Party and it was proudly hosted in a city that
has lived to tell the story of its tragic history.
But among many serious topics avoided, there is one that
should be on the forefront of Republicans’ minds.
In former Mayor Rudolph Giuliani’s speech at the convention, he said, So terrorists learned they could intimidate
the world community and too often the response, particularly
in Europe, would be accommodation, appeasement and cornpromise.’Currently, under Republican rule, America is following
the
footsteps of an apathetic society, similar to the one Giuliani
referenced in his speech.
Our generation is standing by while thousands are being
mass murdered in Sudan. Sudanese genocide is currently happening while American leaders congratulate themselves on a
job well done after it was attacked by al-Qaida.
What is worse, however, is the Jewish-American response
to this atrocity
It is appalling that the Jewish community, who has made it
its mission to never let the world forget about the millions of
Jews that were killed at the hands of Adolf Hitler, is sitting by
patiently, quietly and invisibly.
Close to 2,800 Jewish delegates and community leaders
gathered in New York on the eve of the Republican Convention to celebrate the long-standing relationship" the Jewish
community shares with the Republicans.

The American Israel Public Affairs Committee Presi- the article.
Si, why isn’t this act considered terrorism?
dent, Bernice Manocherian, addressed the group. "...Israelis
If the definition of terrorists is any group of individuals
know.. .what every American has unfortunately learned we
that harms America directly (al Qaida) Of inare brothers and sisters in the fight against
directly (Saddam Hussein), then Sudan should
terror. We will continue to stand tall in that
be ignored.
battle, and we will win."
Therefore, a group of Africans who live in a
Which terrorists will be fought?
1,000
country that does not directly influence America
As our nation mourns the loss of
shall not be protected by the United States beAmerican soldiers, I call on President George
cause the American terrorist definition does not
W. Bush, the Republican Party, the Jewish
encompass the African continent.
community and all conscious Americans to
Could it be that America is "accommodating,
assess the terrorism that is currently being exappeasing and compromising" terrorists the same
perienced in Sudan.
way that Giuliani accused Europe of doing?
So far, 1.2 million black Africans have
Yes.
been raped, killed and left homeless in a counOn Sept. 9, Secretary of State Colin Powell
try the size of Texas.
announced for the first time that genocide has
In a report recently taken by the Washtaken place in Sudan. However, as explained by
ington Post in which 1,136 refugees were
JENNIFER MCLAIN
another article in the Washington Post, "A findinterviewed, 61 percent had witnessed the
ing of genocide does not impose obligations on
killing of a family member and 16 percent had
the United States."
been raped or had heard about a rape victim.
In fact, according to the article, a declaration of genoAccording to the Washington Post, the situation in Darfur,
a western desert in Sudan, is complicated. African refugees are cide has little practical effect. If the genocides of Rwanda and
fleeing to makeshift refugee camps in hopes of escaping from Cambodia are revisited, it is discovered that they were recogthe largely Arabic militia. Janjaweed, which is allegedly sup- nized only long after the crimes.
President Bush went to war in Iraq, largely, on two grounds:
ported by elements in the Sudanese government.
"The goal of the central government in supporting and en- That Saddam was a terrorist, and that he was harboring weapcouraging the Janjaweed seems clear: to ’depopulate’ that is, ons of mass destruction.
destroy the villages and create as many refugees as Liossible
Global citizens are still waiting to see evidence of such
in order to eliminate the village structure in Darfur. stated weapons, which many of us have already concluded that Bush

ra

Letter: Don’t forget about the SJSU Marching Band
Dear editor,
If you’ve taken a walk on campus
lately, you know about the Associated
Students rally that will be held on campus today at 5:30 p.m. It will feature
the Morgan State Magnificent Marching Machine and the -Los Gatos High
School Wildcat Marching Band and
Color Guard, along with other guests.
But wait, who were thine guests again?
That would be the Spartan Marching
Band, also known as ’Me Pride of the
Spartans."
Call me bitter if you must, but the
way this community has been going on
abOut a band based 2,900 miles away
would make you think that we’re going
about Spartan Pride all wrong.
On the front page of the Spartan
Daily on Sept. 9, 2004, A.S. President

Rachel Greathouse said, "the student
government is hoping to publicize
events for students on campus so they
could provide students with materials .
.. that advertise Spartans and promote
school pride."
Why are we allowing a band based
in Maryland to come to our home turf
and take up a halftime show at a game
in our own stadium to promote Spar tanpride?
Please don’t get me wrong, I corn pletely understand the need of support
from the community for events such as
these, and I applaud the A.S. for want ing to push for more Spartan pride. I
realize that hosting such a renowned
group as the Magnificent Marching
Machine could indeed attract a hefty
crowd this Saturday. But what happen,
after that?

The Spartan Marching Band will
still be there when the game is over and
whether our team is up by 21 points or
down by 40. It doesn’t change what we
do and who we are.
Together, we are a living, breathing thing. We’ve experienced the joy
of victory and the agony of tragedy.
In the past year alone we’ve endured
the deaths of three fellow band members and yet we still find it in ourselves
to arrive to the field. It’s not just our
way of honoring those souls it’s a
way of keeping a tradition alive that so
many people have been a part of over
the years.
Colleen McKinney
Sophomore
Recreation Shale,

Letter: Campus gets connected through service learning
Dear editor,
Thank you for reporting online
the "Get Connected ID" communiii service fair of last Wednesday and
Thursday. It is regrettable, however,
that the article did not make the printed page.
,San Jose State University faculty and
students should be proud of their community service-learning and deserve
public recognition for their efforts to
serve our community. Similarly, corn lllll nity partner organizations that host
OUf stUdelltS and All as co-educators

in learning also deserve at knowledge ment. Men budget cuts threaten
university programs, when the public
questions students self-pursuits, recognizing our service And partnership with
the community can be significant.
To be clear, community service learning is an academic study linked to
community service through structured
reflection. This real world education,
this application of theory, this civic involvement, requires extra effort of the
faculty, the students, community organizations, and with special focus this
year, student organizations. "Get Con -

nected" facilitated that process.
This was a benefit and A testimony
to what we can accomplish working
together as a campus community. Let
us continue to get connected for the
common good, building community
through service and learning. And let
our Aim he recognized. Congratulations to all of us.
Michael Fallon
Program Coordinator
Centerjor Service learning

SPARTA GUIDE
Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students, faculty and staff members. The deadline for entries is noon
three working days before the desired publication date. Entry hirms are available ii, the Spartan Daily office in
Dwight Bentel Hall, rooni 209. Entries can also be e -mailed to spartandaily0casa.sisii.edu titled "Sparta Guide."
Space restrictions may require editing of submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received.

TODAY
Career Center
Representatives from the New United Motor
Manufacturing, Inc. will be recruiting engineering,
computer science and business students from
10 A.In. to 2 p.m. Engineering building lobby. For
more information, call 924-6031.
School of Art
An art exhibition of student galleries will take place
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art building. For more
information, call the gallery office at 924-4330
Associated Students
"An Indian Author Speaks Out" will take place
at nison in the Dr. Martin I.uther King Jr. Joint
Library, room 225. Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni,
author of "Queen of Dreams" and "Arranged
Marriage" will be speaking about her works. For
more information, call Michael Conniff at 924-7196.
Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship
A Bible study will take place at 4 p.m. in the
Costanoan room in the Student Union. For more
information, call Jeannie Schley at 977-0384.
FenUnist Majority leadership Alliance
A general meeting will take place from 5 p.m. to
6:30 p.m. in the Montalvo room in the Student
Union. For more information, call Anne at
924 6500.

SPARTAN DAILY
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A&E Editor
Photo Editor
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Associated Students
The "Read -2 -Lead Classic Rally" will take place at
5:30 p.m. at the Associated Students recreation area
in Pawn de San Carlos. Activities include
performances from the San Jose State University
Marching Band, the Morgan State Magnificent
Marching Machine Drum I.ine and the Los Gatos
High School Wildcat Marching Band and Color
Guard. For more information, call 924-6240.
SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
"Faith Formation" will take from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m.
"Bible and you" will take place at 7 p.m. and the
Alpha Omega Student Fellowship will meet at
8 p.m. All three events will take place at the SJSU
Catholic Campus Ministry. For more information,
call 938-1610.

Protecting yourself against
con artists takes vigilance
flow careful do you have to be these days to protect yourself.
low easily were the women in the first story swayed bis
Is it possible to be too cautious?
the charms of Sultan Ihn Chandler Sabah Al Sahah Daman’?
Can ’borderline paranoia actually be a sane state at times?
Would he have held the same mystique if they knew his name
These questions went through my mind when I saw a pair had been Benjamin Nlaybanks?
of newspaper articles recently. They were both briefs, only about
I can understand, though, how the women might have been
three paragraphs long, but they happened to be next to each taken in at first. It is easy to be impressed by someone rich, td
other, which caused me to notice that they had a similar theme mous or accomplished.
of people being scammed.
And WC all want to feel special.T,i whatever este!!
and in whatevei
One story was about a man convicted in New York of fraud. Maybanks/Dantata did that fin them
He had told two women that he was a member of the Kuwaiti
he was taking advantage of hasi, human nature
royal family but that the U.S. government had frozen his bank
Maybe he led them on with expressions of love.
Maybe they felt cbs1 about helium:
accounts after the Sept. 11 attacks. One of
him OW in A time of distress.
the women gave him money totaling at least
.utter
Maybe their greed got involved
$60,000. The other more than $5,000. lie
all, if We help someone who can pay
promised both he would repay them when he
big time later on, where’, the hartn.
had access to his money again.
A simple con job, but one that proved efI wouldn’t be surprised it it W As a :Ins
fective for a time.
all those factors.
Even so, it r,r, get taken to the tune
The second article was about a new scam
S60,000, 1 don’t feel svinyarhy t,,r y.,ii
being perpetrated on the Internet called
much AS I See the word dictum" branded
"phishing.
On your Mrehead.
Using some sort of electronic surveillance
software, a person will find that you have conAlthough Damara is Ia, ing no les.
11 years in prison. I think the women n
ducted business with an established company
such as ellay or amazon.com. Although untake a gOIKI Share Ot the blame.
Vith the pillShIng SCAM. I think
able to capture confidential data, the person
now has some intOrmation about you. 1 le or
do have themselves to fault, bin not to the
RON PANGRAC
she then sends you all e-mail that appears to be
Same degree. In these instances, people Are
sent by this recognized company.
ViCtifIllied because they did not met, ne due
The c -mad says the company needs to confirm some infor- caution.
mation on your account. A link is provided, seemingly to take
"Ilic people creating these sites, though, call do a slick job. It
you to its Web site.
can be next to impossible to distinguish them from legitimate
Click on the link. And you go to a site that looks legitimate sites. Nonetheless ...
for that company. In actuality, it is a bogus site created to trick
Rule No. 2: Yi111 have tO warall lot hut %s,uirself.
people into freely handing over inforniation suifi as credit card
I tel all receiving some e mails last spring asking toe to up
passwords
numbers and
keys to their financial reiords.
date IIIV At COUnt With PAPAL SIth’e I hadn’t been buying things
Do as the site instructs and the "phisherman" lands anoth- through ellay t-or months, I ignored them. When I read the
er one.
phishing article, I had to wonder if I
kv by not respond
Seemingly, there is a difference in the scams. With the first mg to them.
the man lied directly to the women’s faces; in the second a predSpain may be eAsler to spot than plush, but In either case,
ator trolls the Internet and anrine is a potential victim.
my attitude now is to treat e -mails the same as When soIlle0Ile
From the thieves’ perspective, though, only the money mat- comes to my chair It I didn’t expect V011 III the first plat C ..r I
ters.
don’t know you, why should I let you in
Read enough stories like these, and it starts to feel as though
It’s the same with soli, ItOrs /In the phone, sales plt lies III OW
any way you turn, someone is out to take you. So what can !mu mail and panhandlers at intersections.
do?
I think of myself As a pv.t hearted ref. in. Id like to gust
Rule No. 1: YOU have to watch out Mr yourself
’,COOP the benefit of the doubt. And I 11011’f want it. he,,nne
Part ot that is not taking people at face value too readily.
cynic who questions every plea or pitch I fet !IV!. lint If there’s
Dues that mean you have to distrust everyone you meet?
one thong I ye learned, its that you have tii watch tnit to, sour
Certainly not. The majority of people are straightiiirwanl.
Resides, most social interactions are sufficiently benign, so there
is little to be in guard against.
As you become more involved with a person. however .be it
in matters of the pocketbook or affairs of the heart
don’t set
Ron Parigra, it a Spar Id
pr,,dmtmn educt
aside your reason.
’Reloading’ arpeart ever; Thuridav

THOUGHT CRIMES

\ \

YOU ARE
WHAT’S WRONG
WITH THIS
WORLD
\..

National Press Photographers Association
A student intern night will take place at 7:30 p.m. in
Dwight Bente! 1.1;18, rooni 20911. For more
information, call Ryan at 646- 3123.

Richard Craig and Jan Shaw, News; Deno ts Donleavy, Photojournalism; Tini Burke,
Production Chief; Tim endrick, Advertising
STAFF witrrEks I Joe Amaral; John Paul Artie; Monica Lauer; Emmanuel Li ipea; Yasuyo Nagata;
Leah Naltasaki; Anna Molin; Dan Reyes; Kenneth Sell; Sara Spivcs; Ling-Mei Wong; Ruth C.
Wamuyu; Amaya Wiegert; Kevin Yuen

ADVIsi:10

SENOR STAFF WRITEItS I Mansur ;11inwalev; Janet Pak; Ian Ross; Stacey Roesch; Maria
Villalobos; Nami Vitsife
STAFF PiitiTtx;RAPIIERS I Catherine Burmeister; Cara Bowyer; Amanda Brittingliam; Ashley
Bess; Shaminder Dulai; Benjamin Favela; Jason Fithian; Eliza Gutierrez; Adam -Heyman; Don
Hoekwater; Megan Kung; Robert Sparring; Lorry Thomas; Tomomi Tunic Julia Weeks
ApvilitrisiNt; Sarah Cruz; Dana Eugenio; Brian Freia; Andrea ( ioakey; Michel
McCammon; Canh Nguyen; llyen Nguyen; Angela Scully; Robert Soto; Shigeyo Suzuki;
Matthew Tichenor; Manger Wong
ARTISTS I Konstantin Abadiiev, Cartoonist; Aidan Casserly, Cartoonist; Kevin Nguyen,
Illustrator
I DINE WAsIIINGTDN SQ.IIARE j SAN JOSE, ( A 95192

SPAKTANDAILVAI)SOCASA.S1SU.E1A1

KONSTANTIN ABADJIEV

YOU BASTARD
SMOKER’ STOP
POISONING
MY AIR!

Black Alliance of Students and Engineers
A general body meeting will take place from 7 p.m
to 8 p.m. in the Ohlone room in the Student Union.
For more information, call Akili at 644-0572.

(408) 924-3281 I SPARTANDAILYOL AsA.ststl.Ettl’,

Jennifer McLain is the Spartan Daily executive editor.
’Oxymoron" appears every Thursday.

RELOADING

Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority Incorporated
Skee -Wee week continues with a financial workshop
that will take place at 7 p.m. in the Pacifica room in
the Student t Junin.

Tv*: SPARTAN DAILY

fabricated.
But other global citizens still have faith in the president of
the United States, and in America, that if they are being murdered, just as Jews were virtually exterminated in Poland, that
the leader of the free world could come to their help.
But I doubt our current leader of the "free world" would
be so bold.
After the Clinton administration failed to intervene in the
1994 Rwanda genocide, in which more than 800,000 people
died, Bush said in his 2000 presidential campaign, "(Africa
is) an important continent.., but there’s got to be priorities...
We can’fbe all things to all people in the world."
And while there are at least 500 international aide workers
in Darfur, what is this Republican Party going to stand fiir?
What is the Democratic Party going to stand for? What is the
Jewish community going to stand for?
What are Americans going to stand for?
In the words of Giuliani, In choosing a president, we really don’t chose just a Republican or Democrat, a conservative
or a liberal. We chose a leader."
Right now, Sudan’s citizens need leaders, just as the Jews in
Europe needed a leader during World War II.
And you know, he’s right; it is not a question of Democrat
or Republican.
It is a question of who values the lives of humans, American or non -American, more.
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South First Street gets high-rise
By Sara Spivey
Daily Staff Writer

Ti

Ic

The San Jose Redevelopment Agency voted Sept. 7 to enter into an exclusive negotiations
agreement with Mesa SoFA Partners to build a
high-rise tower at the site of the former Dimensions nightclub at 365 S.Firit St.
The former nightclub on South First Street is
only 25,000 square feet of the 1.1 -acre site. The entire site begins at the corner of South Market and
San Salvador streets and includes the area of South
First Street, according to a San Jose Redevelopment
Agency memo.
The project will include 208 condominiums,
approximately 200 parking spaces and 12,000 to
15,000 square feet of retail space, with the main
tower located on the South Market Street side of
the property, the agency memo said.
"South First Street is emerging. With the completion of the California Theatre, it’s an exciting
place," said Richard P. Shields, a principal in Mesa
SoFA Partners’ parent company Mesa Development.
Hanna Hanania is a senior industrial engineering major at San Jose State University and lives on
Fourth Street. Hanania said he patronizes businesses on South First Street at least once a week, particularly the Hookah Nites Cafe.
He said he likes the idea of the high rise on
South First Street because it would add is new look
and bring more people to the area.
it’s nice because you get the whole vibe like living in (San Francisco)," Hanania said.
David Zoumut is co-owner of the Hookah Nites
Cafe with his brother Paul Zoumut. The cafe serves
coffee, sandwiches, desserts and flavored tobaccos,
such as strawberry, apple and licorice, to be smoked
out of hookahs.
He said South First Street is "hopping, happening and busy" from Wednesday through Saturday
until about 1 a.m.. but not during the rest of the
week.
The Hookah Nites Cafe doesn’t open until 6
p.m. Zoumut said. He said he is excited at the pros.
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"South First Street
is emerging. With
the completion of the
California Theatre,
it’s an exciting place
to be."
Richard P. Shields,
Mesa Development
"As long as they don’t put in a Starbucks," he
said.
Shields. a principal of Mesa SoFA Partners’
parent company Mesa Development, said the retail space will include "lifestyle and commercial
spaces."
He said Mesa SoFA Partners and its marketing
organization Equity Marketing would hold market
focus groups to determine what types of businesses
people would like to see in the retail spaces.
Shields said they would hold many groups with
different types of potential buyers, and plan to include SJSU students in the groups.
"You want to make sure it’s what people want,"

Shields said.
The price for the property is still to be determined, but will range from $3,500,000 to
$9,000,000. The range is "subject to allowances for
Inclusionary Housing, environmental conditions
and zoning requirements," according to the Redevelopment Agency memo.
Mesa SoFA Partners will try to take advantage
of the High -Rise Residential Incentive Program,
Shields said.
The incentive program, enacted earlier this year
by the San Jose City Council, exempts high-rise
buildings built within a specific time frame from including the 20 percent of affordable housing usually
required in San Jose.
The project will fall under this deadline if it
breaks ground by June 30, 2006, said John Weis,
San Jose Redevelopment Agency deputy executive director.
"(The savings; can be considerable," he said.
Weis said the incentive program would end in
two years. He also said he was not concerned that
the program would translate into less affordable
housing for SJSIT students.
"We built a lot of housing there is an awful lot
of product out there rented by students," Weis said.
"The Colonnade Apartments, for example, rent for
roughly 10 percent below the city’s average and a lot
of students live there."
He said the incentive program would help the
Redevelopment Agency and the San Jose City
Council find a balance between different types and
costs of housing.
"When you build a high-rise structure ... you
are going to get .1 group of younger buyers who are
interested in the lifestyle and will be a major stimulant," Weis said.
The Mesa SoFA project won over two other
projects, Weis said.
"One was for a hotel and relocation of an Italian American Cultural Center, and the other for a lowrise housing project," he said.
"(Mesa SoFA Partners) proposed exactly what
we wanted. The council had asked us to specifically see if we could get a high-rise for that location,"
Weis said.

’The Real CSI’ comes to justice studies class
By Sara Spivey
Da,A staii

It
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pect of condominiums being built on South First
Street.
"It will generate a lot of business," Zoumut said.
"We might even open for lunch, or at 5 o’clock in
the morning."
Zoumut would like to sect merchant such as 24
Hour Fitness be a part of the planned retail space. It
would attract people to stay in the downtown area,
and maybe they would come to his cafe after working out, he said.

Blood spatter patterns. boot prints
in cigarette ash, footprints in blood.
DNA evidence and murders are not
the topi.s of a typical lecture at San
Jose State Ifinversity, but they were the
focus ed iustke studies Cruninalistics
course on Wednesday night.
San Jose Nike Department
Sgt. Bruce Marten Wiley of the
homicide/crime scene unit spoke to
the 5:30 p.m. class in a lecture titled.
"The Real CSI."
"Is there anylwidi here that is under
the age of 1S Wiles’ asked.
No one Was, or at least no one
admitted to it. The students stayed
riveted to their seats.
"Good," he said, "be, Anse I’m kind
of an ’R’ rated guy."
"I’ve been stepping .wer dead folks
for about a dozen Ve.IIS for the city of
San Jose," Wiley said. "We’re going to
talk about a bunch of insane things
tonight. Shift that most of you have
never seen."
He began the presentation by
showing a slide of a baseball diamond
at a San Jose park where he WA, called
to investigate a few days ago.
"A crime scene is not only what you
see: Wiley said. "it’s what vou don’t
see."
The next slides tocused on one
side of the baseball stands. The photos
contained .1 14.1, ,..111, .1 lighter and A

w.od log propped up next to a metal
garbage can.
"What is there, and what is not
there?" Wiley asked.
Wiley said there was a corpse in the
metal garbage can. and showed slides
of the burned body He pointed out
the jawbone, teeth and shoulders of the
charred remains.
He asked the class if they thought
the scene was one of a murder or a
suicide.
The students called out theories.
One student said it was suicide because
it looked like the person had stepped
on the log And into the garbage can.
Another student said it was murder
and the person was already dead when
placed into the garbage can and lit on
tire.
Wiley showed another slide, of a
much larger area of the baseball stands
and surrounding park.
Ile explainedone of "Wiley’s
Principles called "back the feet up."
or BUTT, and how crimes are often
solved by simply finding clues in a wide
surrounding area of the clinic.
He pointed out a tial pack of
cigarettes on a nearby picnic table
and a small clear plastic bag strangely
hanging from the dugout’s chain -link
fence.
"This is a suicide, no doubt." Wiley
said.
Fie said a woman’s jewelry and a
suicide note were found in the bag.
Learning CSI, An acronyni that

investigation,
is one of the course objectives of
Criminalistics, according to the syllabus. "CSI" is also a hit television show
on CBS starring William Peterson as
criminalist Gil Grissom.
"Did any of siti want to do this
before William Peterson got the job?"
Wiley asked. Everyone laughed.
"What’s he say?" Wiley asked.
"There’s always a clue."
’And he’s right ... because in his job
there’s alwavs something else; it’s called
a script," Wiley said.
"There’s absolutely nothing on
that television program that actually
works the way it works. Not even the
flashlight’.." he said.
"We learn by doing, we learn by
seeing, and these television shows are
killing us." Wiley said. "The jun. now
wants to see a show."
He said that on the television show
the evidence is collected in minutes,
but in real life he tells detectives to
expect to be on the scene for 12 to 18
hours.
"It’ you want to do this and you’re
only thinking about it. then go be an
engineer somewhere," Wiley said. "It
will consume you and destroy voii.
If you don’t have a passion fug it. get
out."
"I love this work," Wiley said. "I
have a passion for it ... I like solving
puzzles; I like sending people to
The students were not deterred
from their career goals by Wiles’- talk.
stands for stone ssene

’We aren’t now wondering, ’OK, what’s going to happen next?’

KASSING I

continuedfrom page 1
Kassing will move forward in his
priorities.
"I’m looking forward to working
with the campus community for
another successful academic year,"
Kassing said in the release. "SJSU
we’ve had
is a strong institution
an amazing record of service to this
region anti we have the potential to
do much more."
Potes- Fellow still that the chancellor Was figuring out if making Kassing
president was the right move.
inte
"Finally lie made .1 decision and
Asked hiin if he would become the
interim." B/tes-F’ellow said. "Given
all the changes the campus has been
_ .

through with presidents in the last
year to year and a half ... he thought
that Don will continue being a strong
leader and continue leading San Jose
State at this point," Potes-Fellow
said.
Kassing’s new role as interim president means that he has
full authority and can make the
same decisions that any president
would make, Potes-Fellow said.
While both acting and interim presidents have temporary roles, Stake said
an interim president is a level up and a
little less temporary
"We aren’t now wondering, ’OK,
what’s going to happen next?’ "
Stake said, referring to the fact that
Kassing’s role as interim gives the

campus a sense of ease And :milt; .! t
"We can settle in and he ...in 4,
6-inward with his priorities."
Stake said that if a new president
were announced in May of 2006. the
person would he ready for sets-ili Ii
the fall semester of that year.
Kassing said in the release that
Sig/ has important and challenging
work ahead of it. Tie said the ;inner
sit’.’ will be focusing on five strategic
initiatives during this ACAdefillt %TO:
budget transparency, advanceuu uent.
intbrniation technology, enrollment
managenient and strategic planning
Potts- Fellow stressed that IS

#inin

C

’Fit-non -6 Tsuda / Daily Staff
Erika Banuelos, a junior justice studies student at San Jose State
University, chats with Ernie Robles, a worker at the campus, while
taking her dog, Bambi, for a walk Thursday.

LABYRINTHI
continuedfrom page I
"(The labyrinth) really helped
me. More than I thought it would,"
she said.
The oldest labyrinth is about
4,000 years old, Wharton said, and
each labyrinth has a ditlerent size,
shape, design and pattern.
"If people have been making
(labyrinths) for 4,000 years, it must
have some value to them. The value
is a tool for meditation," Wharton
said.
When people take the time
and walk on
the labyrinth,
their
creativity is activated.
Wharton said.
That creativity can work
with intuition
and inspiration,
and then people
can come up
creative
with
answers or new
ideas, Wharton
said.
Linda"Rainbow"
Levine.
lecturer of
a
recreation and
leisure studies,
said she brings
students
her
whenever Wharton has the labyrinth on campus.
"(Walking on the labyrinth ; is
good for freshmen to take a moment
to have a time for themselves to ask
a big question for their life." I .evine
said.
Many freshmen tee uncertain
to try meditation. however, it they
try it with a group, they feel more
condisrtable. she said.
Walking meditation is a spiritual
practice. Levine said, but it d.iestit
necessarily have to int lude walking
on the labyrinth.
"(One) can use walking Mom;
class to class or walking in the
Infest. It doesn’t have to be on I a
labyrinth," she said.
HOWeVet, the labyrinth is an
interesting first experience ot walking meditation. Levine said.
"I notice that students who are
walking (on the labyrinth ;a ,Ct. I Old
Of third time do it Moire calmly and
slowly," she said.
"Juniors and seniors say they

nuts,’his I rim # In Ins

Suzy Ross,
lecturer
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appreciate the time to slow down
and calm themselves through this
experience," Levine said.
I.evine said she has walked on
the labyrinth about 20 times and
she walks on it whenever she has an
opportunity.
"To me the labyrinth is a
reminder that every moment is
sacred," Levine said.
Suzanne Doty. a professor of
recreation And leisure studies said
most students that come to the
labyrinth are freshmen and for most
,if them iris their first time.
"(The
labyrinth)
is
fabulous
very
and
meaningful,"
Doty said.
Suzy Ross,
a lecturer for
recreation
and
leisure
studies said
she brings her
students to
the labyrinth
to help them
reflect
and
think about
their lives.
"We bring
students here
to help them
relax
their
minds rtinnigh walking meditation."
Ross said.
Fernando Fuentes, an undeclared
fieshman, came to the labyrinth
said he was a little stressed from the
mane quizzes in his classes.
However. after Fuentes walked
on the labyrinth, he said, "I feel a
little liberated."
Paul De Leon A freshman art
and design maim, said he felt at ease
while walking the labyrinth.
"I just started college, and being
away from home is kind of stresstu,"
be said.
"The labyrinth helped to think
About my life," De Leon said.
Christina Rozul, a freshman
business administration major, Said
she sometimes didn’t know which
Was. she was supposed to go.
However, after walking on the
labyrinth, she said she realized there
are always a beginning and an end.
"Even though you may take a
wrong turn sometimes. it’s just 8
part ,if the journey." Rozul said.

"We bring students
here to help them
relax their minds
through walking
meditation."

tHe fkappe la *tow!?

FOOD TO GO
thoithoo,

being named interim president as a
benefit to the campus.
"That tenure gives him a lot of
latitude and authority to inmate new
programs and make important policy
decisions." Potes- Fellow said.
"It means that the university is
already back on its course," Potes
Fellow said.
"With him in command the
campus is uncertainty -free."
"We are just very pleased," Stake
said. "He knows the university so
there is no learning curve. He is a
great person to work with. You can
lug count on 11,1,1

Fired from Taco Bell ...

Discover the film that opens your eyes to new p055,1
It’s Time To Get Wise!

Chinese Cuisine
/ non

and more than dozen stayed after class
to ask him questions.
"I like (Wiley’s) attitude; how he
said it was important to make a difference and do it for a reason." said Brittany Huainan, an SJSU sophomore
justice studies major.
The Criminalistics class is very
hands on. said Dr. Steven Lee, an associated professor in the justice studies
department.
He has the students do practical exercises like sketch mock crime scenes,
collect evidence, talk to witnesses and
recreate blood spatter patterns with
mock blood.
"Last semester I made (mock
blood) out of condensed milk, iodine
and Hawaiian Punch," I.ee said.
Lee said they also use real blood for
some exercises.
"We do play with a lot .if blood:
there’s plenty of blood out there. It’s
OK as long as you’re not a vegetarian."
I.ee said.
Jaclyn Gock, a senior biological
forensics major and Leann Batinovich,
a junior justice studies major, said the
class did a lab exercise earlier in the
week.
"We had to measure and sketch
(the crime scene)," Batinovich said.
"We learned how to handle
evidence using double gloves and
evidence bags," ( jock said.
Sept.
Wiley will return to
22 at noon in MA.Quarrie Hal MOTO
520.
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continuedfrom page 1

Ehla t luticrrei / Daily Stall
Kevin Mai, a senior advertising major, practices a static strength exercise in the Event Center gym.

Many use gym on campus
Sport Club offers weights,fitness rooms, classes
By John Paul Arde
Daily Staff Writer
The pitter-patter of running feet
and the banging of weights are common sounds in the San Jose State
University Event Center Sport Club
located on campus.
"About 50 people an hour use the
fitness room every day." said Caryn
Murray. the recreation facilities
manager of the AtillAtii Center and
Sport Club.
"Gym usage used to be more
common in the evening but now
there is pretty even usage throughout
the day, said Murray.
Use of the gym is not dominated
by one sex.
Both male and female students
frequent the gym evenly, Murray
said.
"Women that come in here
mostly use the aerobic rooms and
cardiovascular equipment, while
men tend to use the fitness room and
the basketball court," Murray said.
The Sport Club is home to
many different
facilities .ind

SCHOLARS’

activities, NI urray said. In addition
to traditional exercise equipment
and tUilities such as free weights
and aerobic exercise rooms the Sport
Club also has a rock -climbing wall.
The Sport Club also has basketball and racquetball courts.
"We recently turned two of the
racquetball courts into aerobic rooms
to accommodate greater usage,
Murray said.
"I like the fact that the gym
has racquetball courts," said Gino
Borello, a senior business major.
The Sport Club is also Used for
human performance classes such as
basketball, racquetball and weight
training, Murray said.
Students can also take classes
through Associated Students such
as tae kwon do :ind aerobic classes,
Murray said.
"Some of these classes are free
while others cost a $9 fee for semester-long access," Murray said.
The Sport Club offers nutrition
classes and workshops for free.
Murray said.
"I would go to nutrition classes

because I really don’t eat very well,"
said Lisa Nguyen. a freshman business major.
Even though gym usage is
already high. Murray is still trying to
improve the quality of the facility.
"New cardiovascular and weight
equipment is on the way: Murray
said.
The Sport Club is open from 7
a.m. to 10 p.m. Monday through
Thursday and from 7 a.m. to 5 p.m.
on Fridays.
To accommodate students that
live on campus, the Sport Club
recently opened its doors from 11
a.m. to 4 p.m. on the weekends,
Murray said.
"I’m really glad that the gym is
open on the weekends," said Danny
Hoppe, a junior kinesiology major.
"I live close to campus and I
don’t have the money to pay for an
off-campus gym."
Access to the Sport Club is free to
students who are currently enrolled
in classes and who have their Tower
Card, Murray said.

demic competition for recognition
and scholarships) semi-finalists, high
school valedictorians or have A minimum GPA of 3.75.
it is not just a financial award,"
Ashton said.
The applicants must be California residents, demonstrate leadership
abilities, community service or creative talent, according to the SJSU
scholarships Web site.
In order to renew the scholarship,
the students must maintain a 1.25
GPA in the first year, 1.1 in the se, ond and 3.5 in the third year.
"Yes, we have had to drop one it
two students because they did not
maintain their (WA," said Brown, the
senior director of the financial aid and
scholarship office.
"We look at those who have applied and select the best," Ashton
said.
However, Ashton would like to
see this change froni just selecting the
best from whoever applies to encouraging the best to apply to the school.
He said the task time would be looking at such issues.
The freshmen also get faculty or
staff mentors who provide assistamT
and guidance throughout their years
at SJSU, Moran said.
"I had A very good experience,"
said Ping Hsu, associate dean of the
College of Engineering.
Hsu has been mentoring one ot
the scholars Mr the last two years.
"He has academic maturity, re
sponsibility and I enjoy talking to
him," he said.
Fie also said that from his under
standing the program was only on
hold for the current year.
"Next year we will go through the
selection process again," he said.
Hsu said there were applications
for the current year but the reserve

hinds were low.
I lowever, selections were made for
new scholars, he said.
"We went through many applications and chose the best," he said.
"The best turned down our offer."

The turndowns coupled with low
funds led to the decision to put the
program on hold. Hsu said.
Currently, there are 11 students in
the program. Brown said.
Since the program only started in
1998, no statistics are available for
students who may have graduated,
Ashton said.
Scholars, those who have graduated :ind continuing scholars, spoke
highly of the program in testimonials posted on the SJSU scholarship
Web site.
’rho scholars also praised their
mentors.

"sly mentor, Professor Brinegar,
has heen extremely helpful through "sit IIIV Ve:Its At SiSI I," said Piper
Fiollen),a, k, a molecular biology nia Iii. in .1 posting on the Web site.
Hollenback said Chins Brinegar,
biological sciences professor, advised
her in the classes t/ take and enciitir-
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"Many Americans
here in the US. are
confused and think
that Cinco de Mayo
is Independence
Day."
Anne Fountain,
lecturer
the event depend on which day of the
week the 16th falls on.
"It will take place in the middle
of the week (this year), so it will he
hard for anybody to do anything,"
Mora -Torres said. "In the U.S. people
tend to celebrate their independence
on the weekend. usually the weekend
before or the weekend after."
Gamma Zeta Alpha, a fraternity
celebrating diverse Latino culture, was
able to provide some festivities on
campus to celebrate the day.
Reggie Villareal, secretary of the
fraternity; said they would be hosting
three events in the amphitheatre for
three days this week from noon to
1 p.m. He said Tuesday they had
Aztec dancers, Wednesday they had
salsa/merengue Latin dance and today
they would have muiachi.

"The main reason we put it on is
because of our principles," said Villarcal, a sophomore aviation major. "One
of our principles is the maintenance of
our culture."
Villareal added that the fraternity
always has an event for Mexican Independence Day.
"It’s important for other people to
he aware because different people are
always going to be .around us. It’s just
to become aware of what’s going on."
Sanchez says you see more celebration of Mexico’s independence in the
Mexican society.
"Most of the festivities you’ll
find (them being celebrated) in
predominantly immigrant areas and
different cultural centers that are more
Mexican -based than mainstream,"
Sanchez said, adding that if you go
the east side of San Jose, there will
be more festivities and events because
there is a larger Mexican community
there.
Mora-Torres said people have been
celebrating Mexican independence
Day in San Jose for at least 90 years.
"Usually what they do they have
this large parade in which kids dress
up as Mexicans of the 19th centurv
like they would have dressed in 1810.:
Moralorres said. "They organize
Mexican food sales, sometimes they
play Mexican music and they actually
sell art work."
Mora -Torres said that the parade
and festivities he referred to occurred
last Saturday downtown. He said trn
the actual day. Sept. 15, events are
smaller and much more formal.
Mexican or not, Sanchez said that
celebrating Mexican Independence
day is important.
"You’ve got to go to a celebration to understand, just once." said
Sanchez, the anthropology graduate.
"That’s the great thing about this area,
is we have such A strong immigration
population from around the world.
It’s a gift. Mexican Independence
Day, just like Chinese New Year.
you’ve just got to take advantage of it
because it’s there."
Jorge Campos, former president
of the Society of Latino Engineers
and Scientists, said he would be too
busy working al SC II iOr projects to
celebrate this year, but still stresses the
day’s importance.
"I think it’s iniportant because

the independence of each countrv
gives pride to the individuals," said
Campos, a senior industrial and
systems engineer. "To nie it’s the most
important event 01 the year."
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said the celebrations for Mexican
Independence Day start at midnight
on the 16th.
"Most of the festivities starts
on Wednesday," said Sanchez, who
graduated in anthropology last June,
commenting that in cities like San
Francisco, for example, they do "perforniances in mariachi and someone
will come out and re -give the grito
that Hidalgo gave, which marks the
beginning of the independence."
Sanchez said festivities go through
the night from midnight on the 15th
all the way through the 16th.
"No matter where you go, on the
night before, they always re-do the
speech that Hidalgo did," Sanchez
said.
Locally, Professor Gregorio MoraTorres said that festivities celebrating

aged her whenever she struggled.
"Piper was always one step ahead
of me," Brinegar said. "She got an internship on her own to the University of San Francisco Medical School.
She also authored a paper and gave
a talk at a professional conference in
Hawaii."
Brinegar said being a President’s
Scholar bolstered her confidence and
gave her opportunities she may otherwise not have had.
Brinegar said he was surprised but
at the same time not surprised by the
suspension.
"They are trying to squeeze every
nickel because of the budget 01N"
he said.
He said he was only surprised that
the university was cutting one of the
successful programs.
"The scholars, at least in the college of sciences, seem to have done re
tnarkably well," he said.
Hsu, the associate dean ot engs
neering, sat the program attr.h ts
top students who can be emulated
by others.
"It is a shame they are suspending
the program," Brinegar sant

CM lobo
II

national holiday in Mexico."
Unlike Cinco de Mayo, however,
which San Jose State University graduate ltza Sanchez said is celebrated
more widely by mainstream people
than Mexican Independence Day
is, one will be hard-pressed to find
as much commotion for Mexican
Independence Day locally.
Anne Fountain, a member of
San Jose State University’s Circulo
Hirparlico club, says a lot of this has
to do with the fact that many people
think that Cinco de Mayo celebrates
Mexico’s independence.
"Many Americans here in the U.S.
are confused and think that Cinco
de Mayo is Independence Day," said
Fountain. "Cinco de Mayo describes
the victory of Mexican troops
(against) the French in 1862 at the
time of the French intervention ...
It’s a very important victory of the
Mexican army (against) a European
army."
Fountain said that Mexican
Independence Day, also known as
"La Siesta Espatrias: Spanish for the
patriotic festivities, and ’El Dieciseis,"
Spanish for "the 16th," celebrates the
breakaway of Mexico front Spain in
1810.
"Mexico was one of many colonies
that Spain had in the new world,"
Fountain said. "Mexico is part of a
whole period in which former colonies of Spain gain their independence
from their mother country."
She said almost all great blocks
of land that were colonies of Spain
gained their independence at the
beginning of the 1800s.
"The
15th and
16th (of
September) celebrate the initial cry
for independence given by Father
Hidalgo, Fountain said.
Fountain said Miguel Hidalgo
was a priest who rallied the Mexican
people to free themselves from Spain
under the banner of the Virgin of
Guadalupe., the patron saint whose
image is of a woman of color.
Fountain said there was a second
priest, Father Jose Morelos, who was
important to Mexico’s independence
as well.
"He rang the church bells in the
town of Dolores, which is why it’s
called ’Grito de Dolores,’" said Fountain, referring to the ’grito’ or speech,
which was given, urging Mexicans to
recover land that was stolen from their
forefathers.
Itza Sanchez, a dance instructor
for SJSirs Folkloric Dance Group,

Also known as ’La Siesta Espatrias’
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continued.from page I
which needs to be pinned. We’d
have to refer them to a hospital to
have that done."
The San Jose Medical Center
is one of three trauma centers in
San Jose, said
Harris.
it certainly
will make an
impact on the
community
and to people
who are used
to
going
there," Harris
said, "but the
student impact
is less than you
might think."
Oscar
Jr.,
Battle
the
health
education
coordinator
at the health
center,
said
that the hospital has been
integrated
into the communit).
"It’s not just a hospital in town,
it’s a hospital in the neighborhood,"
Battle said.
"It’s a neighborhood facility, of
which whatever you can’t find at
(the campus health center), sou can
find at the hospital."
Battle said the biggest problem
after the center closes will be to
reorient students to something not
in their immediate environment.
"You ask a student where the
nearest hospital is, they’ll know
because IA .1 shOrt alsr.111:e

Battle said.
"Once you’ve got the common
knowledge known, it becomes part
of the students’ orientation, he said.
-When it closes and they can’t
see the hospital on a regular basis
anymore, most students won’t know
(the
where
nearest hospital is).," Battle
said. "It will
be no longer
he a part of
their routine
orientation."
Battle
said in the
past
doctors
from
San
Jose Medical
Center have
given lectures
on campus and
some nursing
majors
have
interned there
AS Well.
"When you
have
people
you know, you
get a chance
for
better
networking
and more contacts for students."
Battle said.
"You create various contacts,
various relationships and the better
relationship we have with them, the
better we can serve the students."
Battle said students needing
emergency medical attention would
have to take a cab or get on a bus to
go to the nearest tralinia center.
"They are doing a disservice to
the community, to the downtown
area (by closing down the center),"
Kittle said.

"They are doing a
disservice to the
community, to the
downtown area (by
closing down the
center)."
Oscar Battle Jr.,
coordiantor,
health education

Julia Veck, / Daily Staff
Senior journalism major Lydia Sarraille contemplates which pair of earrings to buy from the Golden Jester jewelry booth outside the Student
Union Thursday afternoon.

Multimedia courses utilize technology
By Ling-Mei Wong
I ).;
statt
It itt vc ever wanted to attend
.13
at 4.1.111., ni ivy you can.
flu, tall. two s’./lIrSeS At San Jose
stile I !rovvrson Are bellig offered in
, car let% I .1 nir,11.i tor the tirst time.
snick, AlAnAgenient and Phil. s.,
S. ten,
lassr.s Are available
on , Able television, streaniing Web
ast And vile. in the Instructional
Res, iiihes Center
it the tust time San Jose State
has tried this kind 1 ffering that
would greatly increase the access
to prospective students," Said Mall’
J Gotnev- Nhotenoossociate Vise
preside..? 4 ...
technologY.
Students am re notice to the new
le.111% like the niediated tonne
be, Aim.. if i !twit. flexible to nos
sm hedule," ,roilei.r Nat ml o Morns
said.
Thy in no, I.
tor ein..Ving the
new asst., As
ht,11 A 1,1.1st.
5.411.1
Peggy
Plato, An .ossostant human pertor
1mm,,
i(r If
MI" tr.ik mrs’Stress
7.11,11!_eltirt.t

intriestmg," said Janet
Stettowedv1. ail .ossisrant protessor
who Teaches Philo...Tin it Ss lenCe.
B./t11 Plato and StelloWrolel said
they prepared tot their classes over
the monomer
.nley 4s’. irked with their respe% rive
SreWs.

Eathi leW had an instriactiiinal
designer. a television producer, an
illustratiir, a 1%.,t,,sh,,p animator,
cameraperson and a teleprompter
Teta. it.
All the individuals IOW, olved Were
either SJSI employees or students.
Overseeing the pr minor Was Chris
..0Cton. liireattr Iit iiiedia production
and deliver in .1Casletilis techtloology.
He solicited faculty content for
developing the mediated courses.
he said.
Both instructors chime to put

their classes online after the call went
yanipus wide for multimedia classes.
The instructional developers
from SJSITs Center tin Distributed
Education helped Stemwedel and
Plato set up their MUMS.
Instructional developers Corey
Gin and Jeremy Kemp worked with
truth instructors to help iron ’tut their
curricula.
"We create the structure for the
course," said Kemp.
"As instructional developers, we
find out What are the objectives if
the souse, break that doWn into
segments.
Kemp designed Plato’s Stress
Management course with her.
She meets with students eight
times during the semester, while they
%%Itch the classes MI cable television
and discuss iinline.
Gin helped Stemwedel adapt the
media to her course’s needs.
She met with her students for the
first lass .tnly, and used the online
lissliinMote heavily than Plato’s
, "use, Gin said.
"We both agreed that it really
wasn’t about the technology. It’s onlv
about people and learning." said
Ken it,
"It’s not the delivery ot it, but
what the students conic away with."
After consulting with the instructional developers, the instructors
prepared Mt -minute scripts for their
classes.
The script, would then be read off
teleprompter,.
-It’s been different," Plato said.
Stemwedel went through a IM110d
of adiustnient with the teleprompter
because she was not addressing a live
k lass.

it Was kind of weird ... pretty
foreign for its academic,. It’s not how
we imagine ourselves." she said.
The weirdness of teaching in a
new format wore oft alter a while.
Steniwedel said.
"You get used to the idea of ’OK,
Yin presenting them with a lecture,

just another class for the course,’ "
she said.
Bob Reynolds, the television
producer for Plato’s Stress Management CIASS, Said he would talk to
her through an earpiece while she
filmed.
-She thund it reassuring." he said.
After getting over their nervousness in front of the camera, the
instruchus found was.s to incorporate
graphics into the telemirin show.
Stemwedel said she would think
ideas, go over them with the
animator and tind something that
enhanced her class.
Resnolds said the ideas were
not supposed to detract from the
educational aspect of a class.
"These are college lecture,. It’s
no it intended to be ’Fear Factor,’ "
Reynolds said.
Deborah HAW, a serum or geography
maim, "frees that mediated courses
are helpful, since she works full time
and need, a flexible schedule.
"There are different styles of
learning," said Stetuwedel.
"There are some students for
whom hearing the word will make
the difference, seeing the word on a
PowerPoint presentation will make
the difference, and there are others
for whoni seeing the _pictures sticks
the idea in their head.
The combination ool Media was
helpfull to education, said Lorton.
Lytton said the courses combined
the best of the Internet and television.
While the Web cast, would be
in low resolution, the television
shows would be high quality. but the
interactivity of the Internet ina,le
for the poor resolution of the
Cis".

class meetings enable us to interact
face -ti - face with each other and ilia
professor," Bazar said.
Nliiros. a student in the Stress
Managenient s.lass, agreed with
Bazar About the ease of use of the
mediated courses.
"I reconiniend this to other
student, with busy schedules," she
said.
F, it the Philosophy If Science
class, the students do not need to
ci line on campus. except tin the first
Class meeting.
"I have students in Hollister,
Sacramento and Taiwan." said
Stemwedel.
The cost ot putting on this
operation is mostly labor While
the exact figures have not bent
calculated, nvist mIt the ItIdltist I
working ’in the project ate
employees. said 1../Xtooti.
-TlieV’re paid by the state to do
this," La..xttin said.
Laxton said sonic costs included
video costs.
Each videotape cost, II15 for
broadcast qualitY iiide,Mape.
The graphics Are made by student
animators tinni the s:hool of Art
and Design. Laxton estimates that it
could cost 1500 to $1.000 per show
to pay the student Aniiiiati ors
The camera pets, in and the
teleprompter i petit arc also SJSD
students who are paid tor their labor.
Cable space tin the Ion oad.:Ast was
"tiered by Cm ,111L’At As part of public
access television tittle. (Ott said.
Stemwedel And Plato Are now
comfortable with the te.limilogv and
satisfied with their s lasses, tioeV....11.1.
"It’s more real-lite curt in,, ,.11.1
lie
Stemwedel. "The student,
last word."

"We get What video And the 1,t’eli
give." he said.
"I thank the t !!!!!! -at of this course
is fantastic," said Bazar.
"The online ,,,,, ponent really allows flexibility in completing ,iiiirse
work, while occasional on -site
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Correction:
In the story on Wednesday, "Caft,fraternity
members fined in underage drinking bust," student and
Interfraternity Council President Robert Umstadter
was said to have received a citation /or buying alcohol
for minors. This is incorrect. He received a citation for
"Furnishing (an) alcoholic beverage to a minor"
The Daily regrets the error. JM
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Latin dance provides gateway to
experience culture and history
By Yasuyo Nagata
Daily Staff Writer
JoeIle Maletis, who teaches various Latin American dances in her social dance class at San Jose State University, joined
a salsa dance class when she was 20 years old and has since
then fallen in love with it.
"It’s crazy, wild (and) sexy," Maletis said about her first
impression of salsa dance.
Maletis had studied classical ballet since she was three
years old, so learning salsa dance was a new and exciting cultural experience for her, she said.
Even though people don’t know anything about steps or
techniques of dances, Latin
Americans are open to invite
others to dance, Maletis said.
Latin Americans often
say, "’Come on, dance. That’s
OK. You don’t need to know
anything. I’ll show you (how
to dancer It’s very warm and
accepting," Maletis said.
When students come to
Maletis’ class for the first
time, some students are hesitant to dance because they
are too shy to interact with
people of the opposite gender, or they think they need
to be sexy when they dance
Latin American dances, she said.
Unlike upper-class social dances such as American waltz
or tango, Latin American dances are very different, Maletis said.
American tango is from Paris, and was part of the elite
culture people in poverty weren’t allowed to dance it. Maletis said.
"Latin (American) dances are built on families, friends,
communities (and) societies getting together and dancing."
she said.
Many Latin American countries are Third World countries, and the people are very poor. However, people play music on the streets and dance to relieve their depression, Maletis said.
"When you don’t have anything, what do you have? You
only have each other," she said.
The SJSU Ballroom Dance Club also holds various types
of dance lessons every Friday, and many Latin American
dances such as salsa, cha-cha, merengue, rumba and samba
are included in the club lessons, said German Serrano, a senior software engineering student and president of the club.
The club offers salsa and cha-cha lessons twice a semester.

said Bethany Shitliett, a professor of human performance and
faculty adviser for the club.
SJSU has a lot of Latino students, and it’s one of reasons
that salsa and cha-cha are popular, she said.
One kind of salsa dance is called "Salsa On II," and is currently very popular among people in Bay Area, Maletis said.
"Salsa On II" is derived from mambo and is a slightly older style of dance. However, it is more popular than another
salsa dance called "On II," Maletis said.
"On II’ means how to count the music," she said.
"I think a lot of people are attracted to the (Latin American) music and dance in general," said Gorett Rosa, an SJSU
graduate and member of the Ballroom Dance Club.
Rosa said Latin American dances are more energetic compared to other dances, which
makes them attractive to people.
"You have a lot of freedom to
do whatever movements in (Latin American) music," Rosa said.
However, Latin American
music includes a lot of percussion
parts and drum works, and those
rhythms make the dance a little
difficult, Maletis said.
"(Latin American dance) has
a lot of syncopation (and) a lot
of sexy movements. I’m not good
at those," club president Serrano
said.
Body rolls and hip movements are challenging, said Rosa, who pairs with Serrano to
perform at dance competitions.
Even though Maletis has been dancing various Latin
American dances for a long time, Argentine tango is difficult
for her because its rhythm and music are very hard to follow,
she said.
"(However, with) salsa, you don’t have to know much. Salsa is to go out and have a good time," Maletis said.
To be good at Latin American dance, people need to learn
many techniques such as steps or turns and they have to practice a lot, Maletis said.
However, the basic requirement t’or Latin American dance
is just to enjoy dance itself, Maletis said.
Learning culture through dance, iiitisic, toad and language
are Al the same process, she said, however, "people are afraid
to try things that they don’t know."
Many community centers such as the Mexican Heritage
Plaza at 1700 Alum Rock Ave. in San Jose and various community centers often offer good Latin American dance, Maletis said.
People should try new things, and "just have a good time,"
Maletis said.
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"I think a lot ofpeople are
attracted to the (Latin
American) music and dance in
general."
Gorett Rosa,
SJSU gr aduate
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An instructor in Joelle Maletis’ Latin dance class, Richard Leca, shows sophomore nursing major
Chenin Trias, right, some moves on Tuesday afternoon.
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Chicanos find role models within community
By Nami Yasuo
Daily Senior Staff Writer
Mexican-American
inspirational figures at San Jose State University devote themselves to supporting
people in need, and they acknowledge
that education is key to improving the
Mexican -American community.
"I have a lot of good examples on
this campus," said Erlinda Yanez, secretary of the Mexican -American studies department.
"My role models have been the
professors in this department."
Yanez first began working on the
SJSU campus 15 years ago as a telephone operator. As a single mother
of two daughters, she wanted to do
something for her children by getting
an education.

"Mexican-American families value education, but sometimes there is
a choice between helping their family
by working and getting an education,"
Yanez said.
Yanez worked for campus organizations including the study abroad
program, and she was always interested in working for an academic department.
She has been the secretary of the
Mexican -American studies department for six years and is pleased with
the committed professors and the enthusiastic students.
Yanez said because the professors
set the tone for her job by being supportive and valuing her opinions, she
feels that she is a part of process in the
department.
Yanez’s family left San Antonio,
Texas for San Jose in the 1970s to seek
opportunities. Her mother worked for
a bank and knew workers from a food packing factory in San Jose.
Through her mother, Yanez first
learned about the existence of hard
working immigrants and cooporative
efforts between different immigrant
groups.

Guticrrei / Daily Staff
Marcos Pizarro is an associate
professor of Mexican -American
studies His research focuses on
improving education in the
Chicano community.

"More you learn about voursell, less
you fear other cultures, and you understand their struggle," Yanez said.
A role model IS a person who is
dedicated to helping people in need,
unconditionally, said Louis Holscher.
. hair of the Mexican -American studies departnient.
Holscher, who identities AS Chi :an... has a multiethnic background
including German, French Canadian,
Irish and Native American.
The word "Chicano" has political
,onnotations and emerged during the
oil rights movement. he said.
I.Vhen he first joined a college, he
planned to be a history teacher, but
after working with migrant workers
lie began to be interested ifl the academic standpoint of Mexican -American studies because lie wanted to understand the society to make changes,
he said.
Kit, there w,r,
an" stud-

ies programs in the nation during his
time, he said.
Holscher said when he used to
teach an introductory Chicano studies course in the prison system, many
prisoners from minority backgrounds
didn’t believe that they could achieve
anything. He was there to provide
hope and show that success is possible, he said.
"You see people of color, and they
know they can make it too," Holscher
said.
Patricia Santiago, a junior social
science major and co-chair of the
Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano de
Aztlan, hopes to be a bilingual elementary school teacher.
The Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano de Aztlan is an SJSU student
organization that has more than 300
national chapters, and its members
discuss and give support about issues
that affect the Mexican community in
the United States.
Santiago said the organization
offers support for other immigrant
groups such as Filipinos.
"If nobody does anything, nothing
is going to change, and everything is
going to stay the same," she said.
Santiago was born in Mexico and
moved to I.os Angeles at the age of
seven. She went to an elementary
school in I,os Angeles, but returned to
Mexico for middle school.
"As immigrants, we have always
been pushed around," Santiago said.
Seeing hardworking and struggling
immigrants in her neighborhood, she
was pushed and encouraged to be
more active.
Santiago said she has always looked
up to her mother, who couldn’t pursue
higher education but has always been
open nil nded.
"They have gone through a lot,"
Santiagii said.
"They have suffered, being a mother IS not CAM"
Jose Issac Mendoza, a graduate student studying engineering and former
co-chair of the Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano de Aztlan. said he expect -

Eliza Gutierrez / Daily Staff
Patricia Santiago is co -president of Movimiento Esudiantil Chicano de Aztlan, the Mexican -American
community -focused club on campus. Club officers meet weekly on the 5th floor of the Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr. Joint Library where the Chicano section is located. Background murals in the 5th floor conference room
display legendary Mexican icons such as Pancho Villa, Cuahtemoc, Geronimo and Moctezuma.

ed t.i see more Mexican -American
snidents in the engineering classes.
MendiJc.i is one of a few Mexican Amen.-.111 students in the graduate engineering inogram.
Nlendoza was born into a family of
tlirmeis and raised by a single mother
in Salinas. His mother. who worked
three jobs while he was growing up.
waslas role model.
"she sacnticed herself for her kids,"
Mella,,Za said. "She worked bit. dedication."
Ile alsii looks up to Cesar Chavez,
who iiiught as a labor union organizer.
AVliat be did directly affected inc
and the cinnmunity in Salinas,"
Mendoza said.
He said he thinks the community

In Los Angeles. he worked at an
elementary school where the majority. of students came trim workingclass families.
"A lot of my role models are kids
that I taught in elementary schools,"
Pizarro said.
’They will come to school everyday
even though it’s hard for them to collie

involvement is his responsibility for
not just Mexican -Americans, but also
other minorities and people who are
not represented.
"Calling myself Chicano is (having)
responsibility," NIendoza said. "I’m not
just a Nlexican-Anierican."
;Marcos Pizarro, an associate professor of Mexican -American studies,
said there are certain expectations tin
young males of-color.
"There are changes, but they are
complicated changes." Pizarro said.
Pizarro said American society still
tires race to great extent to explain social differences. Test scores and binding Mr different neighborhoods like
East San Jose and Los Gatos are significant’s. different.

to 4chortl."

Pizarro said those children kept
fighting because they wanted to learn,
to go to college and to be success MI, despite of what his fellow teachers said.
’I think toy role models are people
who go out everyday and struggle and
fight.- Pizarro said.
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Interships possible
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All majors may apply
advertising and offerings are
not approved or verified by the Scholarships awarded
annually
newspaper
Some conditions apply
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Certain advertisements
these columns may refer Ii, reader 10 specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
information
additional
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Spartans, Bears square off in the Read-2-Lead Classic
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Quarterback switch
By Kenneth Seli
Daily Staff Writer

The San Jose State University football team
looks forwani to a Imre crowd as the Spartans
pursue their first win in their home opener against
Morgan State University in the Read -2-Lead
Classic this Saturday at Spartan Stadium.
SPARTAN FOOTBALL -

IN THE

RED ZONE
NOTEBOOK
The Spartan home opener is scheduled for
2 p.m. between the NCAA Division I -A Spartans and the Division I -AA Bears.
Spartan head coach Fitz Hill said he is excited that his team will be playing against an opponent from a school with a different culture and
background.
"Being that I am from the South and understanding the culture of events, and because there
are no (historically black colleges and universities) west of Houston, it’s not something people
get a chance to see a lot, which makes it a really
big event on the West Coast," Hill said.
Morgan State coach Donald Hill-Eley is also
eager for his team to be the first representatives
of the Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference to play
against SJSU at Spartan Stadium.
"We wanted to put ourselves in a position
to play (against) Division I -A (thotball)," HillEley said.
Despite having to play an opponent in a lower division, Spartan wide receiver James Jones
still views the Morgan State team as a formidable and motivated opponent.
"I don’t expect (they want) to lose," Jones
said. "They’re expecting to win. We’re expecting to win."
Ilill-Eley said he told his players that playing in a game against a Division I -A team such
as the Spartans is a special opportunity to bring
their brand of football to the West Coast, and to
iros,ibly Wore a win.
"It gives you hope even biblical," HillEley said, "like David and ( loliath."

The Festivities
Along with the Morgan State "Magnificent
Marching Machine," and the recent addition of
soul group Boyz II Men, !fill said that entertainer and comedian Bill Cosby has been slated
to be a part of the festivities.

....4
hud., /
San Jose State University’s David Lord, left, and Anthony Flores run through defensive drills during practice at South Campus on
Wednesday.
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Ti. the head of the Spartan attack, quarterback Dale Rogers has been penciled in to start
the game for SJSU.
Despite the national media coverage, last
year’s sellout numbers for Spartan Stadium
and the number of events surrounding the
classic, Rogers said he was focused on the
game and not on the many festivities surrounding it.
"We’re more focused on the game and Morgan State, and what they have as a defense. At
school and all of the festivities (we need) to take
care of ourselves, and we’re just going to go on
the field and take care of business.
Adam Tafralis, the Spartan’s starting quarterback for SJSU’s game against the Cardinal, said
he knew [fill had planned for both to he starters
for different games.
"It was the plan going into the (Stanford)
game," Tarfalis said. "I expected it. Dale knew
about it ... (I till) said one guy would start one
(game), the tither guy would start the other."
Tafralis said both he and Rogers would alternate
quarterback duties for different series.
1101 said he was encouraged with both
Rogers’ and Tarfalisl play in die game against
the Cardinal, which was the first game in 44
years that the Spartans did not hare a turnover.
The Bears’ starting quarterback, Bradshaw
Littlejohn, was initially tecruited for Nlichigan State Ilitiversitv, but transferred to Morgan
State for the chance t.. 1.1.1% quarterback.
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I Win one of these great prizes at home football games I

SunTrips
Apple iPod

Hummer H3

Vacation Package

apart -

Apple 12" iBook
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September 18, 2004
KICKOFF at 2 p.m.
The "Read-2-Lead" Classic*
111)Lip

*- Special half time appearance
by the Morgan State Marching Band.
Student tickets available at Associated Students and Student Union
Must have ticket for entry
111

